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According to color psychology, 
purple is a combination of the calm 
stability of blue and the fiery energy 
of red. It is also often associated 
with luxury. This color features 
heavily in the cover for this year’s 
Philippine Realty and Holdings 
Corporation (the “Company,” 
“PhilRealty,” PS:RLT) annual report 
which shows a concept building 
design rendered in cubism style, an 
art movement closely associated 
with Picasso, characterized by the 
deconstruction of the subject matter 
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so it can be seen from a multitude of 
viewpoints at once. This represents 
the Company’s multi-perspective 
approach in developing strategies 
that shape the organization while 
taking into account the diverse 
perspectives of its stakeholders.

With space and experience as the 
prime luxury in this new normal, 
PhilRealty shows confidence in its 
dynamic adaptation to a new form, 
making space to thrive for years to 
come.
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Mission

A premium property development and holdings 
company in the Philippines delivering superior 
shareholder value.

We are committed to providing individuals, families 
and businesses premium and high-end residential 
condominiums, offices, commercial spaces, masterplanned 
townships and leisure developments in the Philippines using 
best-of-class, grade-A materials, top-of-the-line fixtures, 
latest and state-of-the-art equipment and facilities.

We aim at all times to give a continuing, equitable and fair 
return to our shareholders and excellent customer value, at 
the same time, give just and equitable compensation to our 
officers and employees. We do not believe in gains made by 
taking unfair advantage of others nor do we sacrifice long-
term objectives for short-term profits. We value enduring 
relationships with our stakeholders.

We create spacious living in intimate communities, 
combining aesthetics with functionality while preserving 
the environment. We affirm our duties as a good corporate 
citizen. We commit to assist underprivileged sectors of 
society in improving the quality of their lives.

Vision
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Dear Stockholders,

We have weathered another year of the pandemic which saw Philippine Realty and 
Holdings Corporation meeting waves of change, presenting us with challenges but 
also great opportunities.

In 2021, your Company recorded a total comprehensive income of ₱203.3 
million, an improvement of 438% compared to 2020. Your Company’s net 
worth increased by P2.36 billion, a 59% growth due to a combination of new, 
primary share issuance from increased capital stock, in exchange for very prime 
properties in the Bonifacio Global City, and from current year’s earnings. These 
are clear manifestations of your Management’s preparation for the future and the 
unwavering support of Greenhills Properties Inc., the Company’s parent company.

GERARDO DOMENICO
ANTONIO V. LANUZA

ALFREDO S.
DEL ROSARIO, JR.

chairman of the board president and ceo

Message to the 
Stockholders

We are pleased to present the Company’s financial standing and results of 
operations. We attribute these to the successful implementation of the individual 
and collective strategies and action plans of our people, and to the trust our clients 
have accorded us.
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Financial 
Performance

I. Review of Consolidated Net Income after Tax for the Period Ending 31 December 2021

₱192.7 million

The Company posted a 
consolidated net income of 
₱192.7 million this year,  a hefty 
384% increase compared to the 
₱39.8 million posted last year.

Consolidated Net Income

Rent

Sales of Real Estate

₱153.8 million

Sales of real estate for this year 
amounted to ₱153.8 million, down 
42% compared to last year.

Rental income decreased to 
₱55.3 million or by 20%.

₱55.3 million

₱113.2 million

Management Fees and 
Other Income
Other income increased to 
₱695.9 million this year—more than 
double that of the previous year.

Increase in other income is 
mainly from gain on fair value 
changes in investment property, 
which hiked up by ₱324 million or 
a 113% growth.

₱695.5 million

Cost of Real Estate Sold
Following the drop in sales of 
real estate, the cost of real 
estate sold also dropped to
₱113.2 million, a 30% reduction 
compared to last year.

₱295.9 M

General and Administrative 
Expenses

2021 ₱304.4 M

2020

General and administrative 
expenses slightly increased this 
2021 to ₱304.4 million compared 
to last year’s ₱295.9 million.

GERARDO DOMENICO
ANTONIO V. LANUZA
chairman of the board

We have maintained our position 
as a premier property developer, 
harnessing our knowledge and 
familiarity with that segment.“

384%

20%

30%






113%



Performance Indicators 31 December 2021 31 December 2020

Current Ratio 5.31:1 3.84:1

Debt-to-equity 0.30:1 0.54:1

Asset to Equity 1.30:1 1.54:1

Book Value per Share ₱0.71 ₱0.84

Earnings per Share ₱0.02 ₱0.01
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II. Review of Consolidated 
Statement of Financial 
Position for the Period 
Ending in 31 December 2021 
vs. 31 December 2020

■Total Assets

■Total Liabilities

■Debt-to-equity ratio

IV. Looking forward to the 
years ahead

■Asset-to-equity ratio

■Book value per share

■Total Equity

■Current Ratio

■Earnings per share

III. Key Performance Indicators
The table below presents the comparative performance indicators of the 
company and its subsidiaries.

PhilRealty’s total assets as of 
31 December 2021 went up 
significantly to ₱8.2 billion, up 35% 
compared to 2020. 

The Company’s current assets 
increased to ₱2.9 billion compared 
to 2020’s ₱1.9 billion. This was 
largely due to the increase in real 
estate inventories, particularly 
from the addition of land held for 
development in BGC. 

Meanwhile, financial assets at fair 
value were unchanged from last 
year at ₱6.75 million.

For non-current assets, investment 
properties increased 51% to 
₱4.4 billion this year compared 
to ₱2.9 billion in 2020. This was 
due to the combined effects of 
addition of new properties located 
in BGC and La Union and fair value 
gains. In total, non-current assets 
increased by 26% in 2021, to reach 
₱5.3 billion.

Total liabilities decreased by 11% 
to ₱1.9 billion as of 31 December 
2021 compared to ₱2.1 billion 
from the previous year. This is 
explained by the ₱220.8 million 
reduction in loans payable in 2021.

Consolidated debt-to-equity ratio 
likewise improved very significantly 
from an already conservative 
0.54:1 as of end-2020 to 0.30:1 as 
of the end of 2021. 

The improvement in the leverage 
position of the Company is due 
to reduction in liabilities and the 
increase in the Company’s capital 
stock from the issuance of new, 
primary shares.

PhilRealty understands that 
buildings stand as more than 
just physical structures. They 
serve to house the stories and 
experiences of the people passing 
through and living within its walls. 
We remain committed to adding 
value and improving the quality of 
home ownership provided by our 
developments.

Living up to our legacy of 
designing, building, and managing 
luxe properties that endure, the 
Company is set to continue 
developing leisure propositions in 
the coming years. These projects 
can be expected to further advance 
pandemic-proof high living, with all 
comforts within reach.

As the post-pandemic world 
starts to take shape, the Company 
continues to move forward with 
stakeholders and consumers at the 
forefront, pursuing modernization, 
efficiency and delivering better 
service.

The asset-to-equity ratio of the 
Company as of 31 December 
2021 stayed at a conservative 
level at 1.30:1. This compares very 
favorably with the asset-to-equity 
ratio of 1.54:1 registered as of 
31 December 2020.

For the first time since 2016, the 
Company’s book value per share 
took a slight dip from ₱0.84 as of 
31 December 2020 down to ₱0.71 
in 2021 in spite of a 384% increase 
in net income. The reduction in 
book value per share was caused 
by the 85% increase in the number 

Total equity as of 31 December 
2020 stood at ₱4 billion. In 2021, 
total equity increased by 59% to 
P6.3 billion. Capital stock grew by 
89% to ₱4.4 billion this year due 
to issuance of new shares from 
the increased capital stock while 
retained earnings increased by 
₱194.7 million or by 17% during 
the same period.

The Company’s current ratio 
improved substantially in 2021. 
The ratio was at 5.31:1 as of the 
end of 2021 from last year’s 3.84:1.

The Company’s earnings per share 
doubled this year – from ₱0.01 in 
2020 to ₱0.02 in 2021 in spite of 
the increase in outstanding shares.

financial performance

of shares outstanding due to the 
increase in the Company’s capital 
stock.



ALFREDO S.
DEL ROSARIO, JR.
president and ceo

Financial Highlights
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Total Revenue

Total Assets
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6,192.9 6,103.9

8,231.0 “Our asset portfolio has  
grown considerably with 
the addition of very prime 
properties in the Bonifacio 
Global City as a result of 
an asset-for-share swap 
with our parent company, 
Greenhills Properties Inc.
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Net Income After Tax

Net Worth Book Value per Share
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Per Share Earning (Loss)

Debt-to-Equity Current Ratio
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2021

financial highlights

2019

2020

2021

Asset-to-Equity

0.33

2020

There’s a 36% 
decline in the 2021 

share price when 
compared with  
2020 but book 
value of ₱0.71 

per share is much 
higher than the 
price per share.

2019
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Board of
Directors

ALFREDO S.
DEL ROSARIO, JR.

GERARDO DOMENICO 
ANTONIO V. LANUZA

GERARDO O. LANUZA, JR. ANTONIO O. OLBES

director
vice chairman and 

independent directorchairman of the board

chairman emeritus vice-chairman emeritus

RENATO G. NUNEZ~
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board of directors

JOMARK O. AROLLADO

GREGORY G. YANG

ALFONSO MARTIN
E. EIZMENDI

AMADOR C. BACANI

ANDREW C. NG

EDMUNDO C. MEDRANO

independent director

director

independent director

director

director

director
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Management 
Committee

ERWIN V. CIAR

vp and head, 
project construction 
and management

ADELINE SUSAN 
V. CARAG
vp and head, property 
management services

RICHARD 
NICHOLAS K. GO
vp and head, sales

ALFREDO S.
DEL ROSARIO, JR.
president and ceo
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ALFREDO S.
DEL ROSARIO, JR.

management committee

MARISSA S. 
BONTOGON
vp and 
controller and 
risk officer

CARLOS MIGUEL 
T. PACA

EDMUNDO C. 
MEDRANO

vp and head, 
business development 
and investor relations 
officer

executive vice 
president, coo
and treasurer

EDILYNDA G. 
ENRIQUEZ
head, human 
resources
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Early 2020 turned the world as 
we know it upside down, forcing 

us to reevaluate not just the way we 
look at and address our health, but 
all other aspects of our lifestyles, 
too. This includes recalibrating all 
the spaces we move in, from home 
and work, to leisure and commerce.

The importance of health and 
safety has been pushed even 
further to the forefront, becoming 
a top priority in people’s considera-
tions in choosing spaces. As a 
result, even the seemingly most 
permanent of spaces, the home, 
has had to be transformed. For 
more and more people, it has 
become not just a place to lay 
one’s head down at the end of 
the day—the home is at once a 
familiar respite, an arena for career 
development, a space for leisure 
and recreation, and a center for 
recovery.

Thus, homeowners and developers 
alike have begun to pandemic-proof 
their properties, acknowledging 
the greater need and demand 
for space, not just as dictated by 
health standards, but with the 
growing acknowledgment for 
and clamor to participate in the 
sustainability and green movement 
globally as well. 

Among the key trends noted 
during these pandemic years is 
the growing demand for wide, 
well-ventilated spaces and green 
(especially green-accredited) 
structures. There has also been an 
increased interest in moving out 
of the busy metropolis. However, 
as the economy reopened and 
restrictions have been eased 

Transforming 
the Landscape

features

More people are now looking at living big after the pandemic

thanks to the country’s improving 
vaccination rate, activity in the 
business districts are slowly 
going back to pre-pandemic 
levels. “Return to office has led 
to the increase in demand from 
professionals working in the 
business hubs, who may have 
reactivated their leases or are 
looking for accommodation near 
their workplace,” says Janlo de 
los Reyes, head of research and 

consultancy at Jones Lang LaSalle 
(JLL) Philippines. 

The trend now is to not just simply 
future-proof spaces, but to make 
them pandemic-proof, as well. 
Property developers, owners, 
and occupants are now more 
conscious about making spaces 
healthy and sustainable. Colliers, 
in their Manila 2022 Outlook, noted 
the “heightened preference for 
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features

sustainable buildings that provide 
natural lighting and optimize air 
quality.”

On the residential front, the north 
is showing greater promise. Major 
infrastructure projects recently 
completed in Luzon, such as the 
NLEX-SLEX connector, north-south 
commuter railway, and the Central 
Luzon Link Expressway (CLLEX), 
provide ease of access from the 
Metro to nearby provinces. 

These serve as golden 
opportunities for upscale property 
developers such as PhilRealty. 

Forward-looking and taking 
advantage of these developments, 
PhilRealty has put forward 
properties like The SkyVillas and  
Skyline Premiere, located at One 
Balete Compound in Quezon City. 
The properties provide a much-
coveted luxe lifestyle thanks to 
its large cuts and bi-level spaces. 
Spacious rooms and areas allow 
for comfort and ease of living 
for different occupants and 
personalities, especially families. 
Units are designed to provide for a 
wide variety of occupants, ensuring 
that each one can enjoy the luxury 
of personal space—be it for work, 

study, recreation, or relaxation. 
The properties also meet the 
population’s growing demand for 
natural spaces, with a spacious 
landscape garden serving as a 
green respite.

Property seekers are no longer 
just looking for spaces to occupy 
for the now. The two-year global 
health crisis has forced people to 
look and plan further, to take into 
consideration a lifestyle not just 
for the meantime, but for the long 
term. Hence the big role forward-
looking upscale developers like 
PhilRealty play.
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Rebounding to Thrive
These successful strategies helped propel PhilRealty 

to fluorish amid and after the global crisis

Looking back at key points 
in history has allowed us to 

recognize characteristic styles 
and designs of architecture. Just 
mention gothic or art deco or 
brutalist, and a specific time period 
will come to mind. The 2020s look 
to be no different. While we may 
not know just yet what this period 
in recent history will be called by 
future generations, what we can 
be sure of is that they will look at 
these years—the pandemic and 
post-pandemic years—and see just 
how much both the global health 
and climate crises have affected 
the way we build our homes and 
structures.

Interior design notwithstanding, this 
period looks to be more influenced 
by the need and demand for wider 
spaces. Biophilic planning, involving 
and integrating more greenery into 
homes and buildings, are evolving 
into something bigger than just an 
aesthetic, all because physical and 
mental health are now among key 
considerations. The functions of 
space are also changing, as the way 
people live and work has evolved.

Hybrid Spaces

Navigating the need for safety, but 
still addressing the responsibilities 
faced by businesses, employers 

first adapted to the work-from-
home setup, migrating all processes 
and functions of the company to 
the digital space. Lockdowns forced 
employees to work from their own 
homes, while continuing to reach 
out to both internal and external 
stakeholders. 

Throughout the challenges of the 
pandemic, PhilRealty ensured that 
not only clients, but employees, too, 
are safe. The Company’s medical 
team was on board in implementing 
safety and health protocols. As 
restrictions eased, internal policies 
were also adjusted to adapt to 
the needs of the new normal. This 

features
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included the hybrid work model, 
which meant more flexible working 
hours, work-from-home shifts, as 
well as more flexible rotating on-site 
work.

Tools and technology also played 
a major role in the shift for the 
Company, as these allowed 
effective collaboration with both 
our employees and clients, even if 
virtually.

  It’s not just the internal structure 
that has adapted. PhilRealty’s 
projects have also changed and 
adapted to a new form, making 
space to thrive for years and 
unknown future to come.

New World Demands

The opening up of the economy 
and quickly moving towards 
the post-pandemic present has 
caused several trends to emerge. 
In tourism, we’re seeing the idea of 
“revenge travel” popping up. The 
Department of Tourism projects 
an increase in domestic travel, 
particularly via land. Seeking to 
explore destinations that are close 
to the metro, but still far enough to 
be considered “away from home,” 

local tourists flock to areas like 
Northern and Central Luzon. 

Thanks to the ease of travel through 
new infrastructure projects, Baguio 
and its nearby provinces are experi-
encing an uptick in visitors. It’s also 
timely that PhilRealty’s El Retiro, 
conveniently located near Baguio’s 
top-rated landmarks, is ready to 
welcome staycationers. El Retiro is 
a premier luxury serviced residence 
set in a lush 1.6-hectare property. 

Catering to large groups or families, 
the property features an elegant 
and refined ancestral home, which 
balances modern conveniences 
with the nostalgic heritage feel. 

On the commercial front, “revenge 
shopping and dining” are also seen 
to boost the industry’s recovery. 
Since the easing of restrictions late 
2021, the Department of Trade and 
Industry has noted that consumer 
traffic is returning to around 50 
to 80 percent of pre-pandemic 
levels, which spells good news for 
businesses. Restaurants and brick-
and-mortar stores are also seen to 
take the bulk of physical retail space 
openings at the moment. Retailers 
complementing online stores with 

features

physical spaces is also being noted 
as a trend.

It is timely then that in the vibrant 
central business district of BGC, 
PhilRealty completed the redevelop-
ment of a commercial space—once 
known as the Icon Showroom—on 
5th Avenue into a retail/mixed-
use development. Among those 
currently housed in the property 
are a specialty restaurant, a wine 
bar, and a new branch of one of the 
country’s top 10 banks. A health-
oriented neighborhood grocery is 
also located at the property. Next to 
this structure are the new flagship 
showrooms of three luxury car 
brands, which are constructed on a 
property we are subleasing to them.

Additionally, a number of our 
units at the iconic Tektite Towers, 
previously known as the Philippine 
Stock Exchange Center, have been 
refurbished and included in our 
inventory for sale.

All this is proof that PhilRealty 
remains dedicated to its promise 
of providing not just what today’s 
property-seekers want—ultimately, 
the company goes beyond to 
provide what they need and more.
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PHILIPPINE REALTY AND HOLDINGS CORPORATION
AND SUBSIDIARIES

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

DECEMBER 31, 2021, 2020 AND 2019
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OFFICE
One Balete Complex
1 Balete Drive corner N. Domingo St.
Brgy. Kaunlaran, Quezon City 1111 Philippines

Telephone:  (632) 8631 3179
E-mail:  info@philrealty.com.ph 
Website: www.philrealty.com.ph

LEGAL COUNSEL
Bernardo Placido Chan & Lasam Law Offices 
Martinez, Vergara, Gonzales & Serrano Law Office
Pastelero Law Office
Somera Javeloza & Associates
Tiongco Siao Bello & Associates Law Offices

BANKS
BDO Unibank, Inc.
Maybank Philippines, Inc.
Metropolitan Bank and Trust Co. 
Philippine Bank of Communications 
Philippine National Bank
Rizal Commercial Banking Corporation 
Security Bank Corporation
Union Bank of the Philippines

TRANSFER AGENT
Stock Transfer Service, Inc.

AUDITOR
Maceda Valencia & Co.

LISTING
Philippine Stock Exchange




